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Friedrich Dürrenmatt silver coin
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Motif  Friedrich Dürrenmatt
Artist  Remo Mascherini, Flamatt
Technical specifications  Alloy: silver 0.835
                         Weight: 20g
                         Diameter: 33mm
Legal face value  20 Swiss francs
Date of issue  21 January 2021
Mintage  • Uncirculated: **15,000 units**
         14,000 units in blister pack, 1,000 in folder
         • Proof in presentation case: **5,000 units**
           with numbered certificate of authenticity
Recommended prices  Uncirculated in blister pack: CHF 30
                    in folder: CHF 40
                    Proof in presentation case: CHF 60
Sold by  Online at [www.swissmintshop.ch](http://www.swissmintshop.ch)
         as well some coin dealers and banks
Coined and issued by  Federal Mint Swissmint, CH-3003 Bern, [www.swissmint.ch](http://www.swissmint.ch)